Taking Meetings & Events to the next level
Built in 2020, with an investment of over €10 million, our new Meetings & Events
centre offers a range of versatile spaces accompanied by modern contemporary
event venue design. It boasts the most advanced technological facilities which will
allow you to connect and go.
We understand the art of communication, especially in today’s technical world.
Whether it’s a business presentation, meeting or conference, Clayton Hotel Cardiff
Lane knows successful communication relies on smart technology to take your
meetings to the next level.
Discover our Technology
Let us take you on a tutorial of our new CleverTouch 86” interactive whiteboard and
presentation screens available in all 6 of our meeting & events spaces. Discover the
capabilities of what our first-class screens have to offer with touch annotation and
live video conferencing features. Hosting an event has never been so easy, to stay
connected with your delegates using our hybrid capabilities.
https://vimeo.com/490769559
Hybrid Meetings
Technology in business is nothing new, however the demand has never been higher
for real time collaboration and instant feedback when meetings must be held at a
distance. Our CleverTouch 86” Ultra screens can make it easier for you to accomplish
this and stay in touch with your colleagues.
Transform your work space with live video conferencing to host hybrid meetings for
brainstorming and engaging with business associates and colleagues from anywhere
with our video conferencing facilities in all 6 of our meeting rooms, collaborative
with apps such as Microsoft Teams and Zoom. Our interactive screens are also
equipped with touch annotation making it easy for you to operate freely by hand to
delegates both in and out of the meeting room. Digital infrastructure includes:
Technical Specifications
Our new state of the art meetings & events centre has everything you will need to
make your meeting or event a seamless and successful experience.
• 86” Ultra HD Interactive CleverTouch Screens
• Large (170”) Format LED Screen (Grand Canal Suite)
• 4K Projection Screen
• Clickshare Wireless Connectivity
• Video Conferencing Facilities
• Digital Signage for Brand Display
• Multi Room AV Configuration
• High Speed Broadband
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